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In Part I of this series it was shown that the Goldie ranks of the primitive 
quotients in the enveloping algebra of a complex semisimple Lie algebra are deter- 
mined by a set of polynomials on the dual of a Cartan subalgebra. In Part II these 
polynomials were determined up to scalar multiples. Here a program is initiated for 
determining these scalars. This has essentially three steps: (1) the construction of 
sufftciently many completely prime primitive ideals, (2) a solution to a problem of 
Kostant, and (3) the solution to a combinatorial question involving the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. On the second of these steps considerable progress 
is reported. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notation and conventions of this paper are those of [24, 251 which we 
refer to as I and II. Throughout L E h* is dominant and regular. 
1.1. Set n = il + P(R) and let A + denote the set of dominant 
elements of/i. Recall (II, 5.5) that there exists a subset 52, c @A such that 
the primitive fibre ,%A over 2 E Max Z(g) is a disjoint union of subsets 
(.KI)~: r E 0,. For each r E R,, there is defined (II, 5.1, 5.4) a family of 
polynomials ( $J: J E (X&} on A + which form a basis for a univalent WA 
module P, of type r with the property that zJ,cU) = rk(U(g)/J(wp)) for all 
,u E/i+ given J=J(wA). (In comparison with (II, 5.1) we remark that FJ has 
a zero on /i ’ exactly when WP does not belong to the upper closure of w/i +. 
These zeros exactly correspond to the degeneration of J into U(g) in the 
sense of the translation principle of [5, 2.121. For this, see also [26, 5.51.) 
1.2. In (II, 5.1) the iJ are given up to positive rational numbers by 
an expression involving only the entries a(w, w’): W, W’ E WA of the inverse 
of the Jantzen matrix. If the latter is considered to be known, then it remains 
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only to determine these scalars. This leads to the following natural 
conjecture, namely, 
(SQ. The multiplicative scalar in JJ is the unique smallest positive 
rational number such that jJ takes integer values on II +. 
This would completely determine flJ ; but its verification is obviously a 
rather delicate question. 
1.3. We propose the following scheme for verifying (%Q. The first 
step is to construct sufficiently many completely prime primitive ideals. It is 
not yet clear how many we shall need; but at least the following should be 
established. 
(@?i). For each r E Q, there exists J E (XJ), such that 13501) = 1 for 
somepEE+. 
We remark that iJ does not take the value 1 for each J E (X,),. For 
example, take the last of the Goldie functions given in [26, 11.4(ii)] in type 
A,. Again it may be necessary to take p non-regular. This is the case in type 
D, when d E P(R)++ and r correspond (in the sense of [26, 7.4(iii)]) to the 
minimal non-zero orbit in g*. 
1.4. We only give some suggestions for carrying out the first step. 
First for each B’ c B, recall the definition of the polynomial pBt given in 
(I, 6.2). As noted in (I, 6.2), pe, is always proportional to some 3,. If B’ c B, 
then J can be taken to be an ideal induced from an appropriate parabolic 
subalgebra and consequently (SYJ holds in this case. In particular (P,) holds 
if g has only type A, factors. More generally let us consider the decom- 
position of g* into sheets as described in say [6, 1.31. A sheet consisting of a 
single orbit-necessarily a nilpotent one-is called a singleton sheet. Any 
other sheet is in an appropriate sense [4] induced from a singleton sheet in a 
Levi factor of a parabolic subalgebra. Now as suggested by Borho every 
completely prime primitive ideal of U(g) should be obtained by induction 
from the completely prime primitive ideals associated with the singleton 
sheets of all Levi factors. Hence one must first show that to each nilpotent 
orbit .which is itself a sheet there is a completely prime primitive ideal J 
whose associated cone (i.e., zero variety of gr J) is the Zariski closure of that 
nilpotent orbit. In [ 17) this was achieved for the nilpotent orbit of minimal 
non-zero dimension and in [ 271 for the eight-dimensional orbit in type G,. 
Then, for example, (@?i) will hold if for each A and each r E R, there exists 
~1 E /i + such that some J E (SQ, is induced from one of these completely 
prime primitive ideals. In particular (@i) has thus been verified if g has only 
simple factors of rank 93. 
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1.5. For each w  E WA recall (I, 5.12; II, 5.4, 5.5) that we have 
polynomials q”,,& defined on A ’ through fi,@) = rk(U(g)/J(wp)) $,&+u) := 
rk L(L(wp), L(wp)) (notation I, 2.2). For each r E aA, set W,,, = {w E W,: 
J(wA) E (.%“A),}. By (I, 3.4) it follows that (gi) implies that there exists 
aEZP,f-l w,,, such that &,01) = 1 for some y E A ‘. By (I, 5.12(iii)) one 
has z, := @,,,/l?, E N+. The tw: w  E WA,, span P, and in (II, 5.3, Remark 1) 
it is shown that one may express yqw: y E WA as a linear combination of the 
qw,: W’E WA*, with coefficients determined by the Jan&en matrix. Thus 
when the z,: w  E WA,, are all known it follows from the simplicity of P, and 
Schur’s lemma that the scale factors in JJ:JE (X,), are determined 
(linearly) up to an overall scale factor which in turn is determined by (g,). 
In particular if R, has only type A, factors, then z, = 1, VW E WA so that 
(%?i) completely determines all scale factors in this case. Even then it is not 
obvious if (go) holds, though using [26, 1 I.41 this can be verified up to rank 
4. 
1.6. It is clear that a major task is to compute the 2,: w  E WA. For 
this we suppose that the Jantzen conjecture (%?*) holds (see 4.4). This 
provides certain data which determine PA as a set (4.10) and which 
determine the Jantzen matrix (4.4). Furthermore up to a certain purely 
combinatorial question (@j) involving only the Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials we show that this data also determine the products z,z+. 
Unfortunately this method cannot also give the z, themselves since these 
depend on the root system R, and not just on the specification of (W,, B,) 
as a Coxeter group as is the case for the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. Yet 
it could still happen that given sufficiently many completely prime ideals, 
integrality of Goldie rank forces a unique value to the z,. 
1.7. The main results of this paper concern the study of the U 
module A; :=L(L(wA), L(wA)) (notation I, 2.2). For example if we admit 
(gZ), then (4.13) every simple subquotient of AI, having the maximum 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension is in fact a submodule. Further admitting (gs), 
we can determine the socle of Ah (4.14, 5.5). This gives in particular an 
essentially complete solution for highest weight modules to a weak version of 
Kostant’s problem [8, 6.51. 
When R, has only type A, factors we do not need (@Q for this last result 
and the explicit form of the socle (which is simple) can be given in terms of 
the Robinson map (5.8). 
1.8. The computation of Zi (notation I, 3.4) leads to an interesting 
connection (5.1, 5.2) with the Springer map. This may have application to 
the proof of [26, 7,4(iii)]. Finally several further conjectures (5.11) involving 
the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials are stated. 
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2. THE STRUCTURE OF L(M,N) 
2.1. (notation I, 2.1, 2.2.) A U module V is said to be a 
Harish-Chandra module for the pair (g x g, t) if the following two 
conditions hold: (1) V is a direct sum of simple finite-dimensional U(f) 
moules with each f-isotypical component having finite multiplicity and (2) 
the centre of U acts finitely on V. We let R denote the category of all 
Harish-Chandra modules. The classification of the simple objects in .P can 
be found in [ 11, Chap. I, Sect. 41. From this it can be shown that each 
it4 E ObR has finite length (for example, see [20, 4.21). Take P E h* 
dominant. Then Z(g) acts on M&) by a homomorphism xu : Z(g) -+ C. Let 
Xti be the full subcategory of R’ consisting of those VE ObX on which 
1 @Z(g) acts through 1 0 z t+ x,(2’) (notation I, 2.2). Define a functor 
T, : 5P + RG by T,,(N) = L(M@), N). Then T, is exact and when p is regular 
it is an equivalence of categories [ 13, 1.16; 2, Sect. 5.61. 
2.2. Let M be a finitely generated left U(g) module and recall the 
definitions of d(M), e(M) given in (I, 2.3). One has d(M) < d(U(g)) = dim g. 
If E is any finite dimensional U(g) module, then E @ M is finitely generated 
and satisfies d(E @ M) = d(M), e(E @ M) = e(M) dim E. 
2.3. LEMMA (notation I, 2.2). Let M, N be simple U(g) modules. Then 
(i) L(M, N) = 0, unless d(M) = d(N). 
(ii) End,, M reduces to scalars. 
(iii) e(M) dim Horn&E, L(M, N)) < e(N) dim E, for any jinite- 
dimensional U(g) module E. 
Let E* denote the dual of E considered as a U(g) module by transposition. 
One has the natural isomorphisms 
Hom,(E, Horn&M, N)) g Horn&E @ A4, N) z Horn&M, E* @ N). (*) 
In (*) we may replace Horn&M, N) by L(M, N) in view of the definition 
of the latter. Assume L(M, N) # 0. By the first isomorphism there is a finite- 
dimensional module E such that E @ M has a quotient isomorphic to N and 
so d(N) < d(E* 0 M) = d(M). By the second isomorphism E* @ N has a 
submodule isomorphic to M and so d(M) < d(E* @ N) = d(N). Hence (i). 
By Quillen’s lemma [ 10, 2.6.41 each z E End,M is algebraic over C. Since 
C is algebraically closed, we obtain (ii). 
Let {(P~}~.~ be a basis for Horn&M, E* @ N). Let F be a finite subset of I 
such that the sum 
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is direct. By (i), e(M) card F ( e(N) dim E. Now let F be a maximal such 
subset. If F = 1, there is nothing to prove. If not, choose j E I - F. We have 
qj(M) c BiEF q#4) by the choice of F and the simplicity of A4. Let 
vi E Horn&M, pi(M)) be the map defined by composing qj with projection 
onto pi(M). By (ii) vi is a scalar multiple of vi. We conclude that oj is a C- 
linear combination of the vi in contradiction to the choice ofj. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let M, N be U(g) modules of finite length. Then 
L(M, N) is a Harish-Chandra module and in particular has finite length. 
It is enough to take A4, N simple and then the assertion follows from 
2.3(iii). 
2.5. Let L, M, N be U(g) modules. We set A, = U(g)/AnnM, 
Ah,N=L(N,M), A:,=A$,,. Clearly A, is a subring of AL, AL,, is an 
Ah -Ah bimodule and Ab,,AL,,cAh,,. 
2.6. Let M be a simple U(g) module. Then A, is a primitive 
Noetherian ring and we let S, denote the set of regular elements of A,. By 
2.4, A(u,~ is finitely generated as either a left or right U(g) module. In 
particular AL is a primitive Noetherian ring. By the finiteness of t-action [20, 
2.31 one has 
LEMMA (notation I, 2.3). 
0) 44& = d’(AM,J3 
(ii) d(Ab,N> = d’(Ah,,), 
dA,,,J = e’(AMJ 
44 IU,J = e’kG,d 
2.7. Let V be a simple U submodule of A$,N and set I(v) = 
{a E U(g): aV= 0}, r(V) = {a E U(g): Vu = O}. Recalling (I, 2.2) how AL,N 
is defined as a U module, 2.4 and [ 12, Proposition 7] we have 
Ann V = 1( v>- @ U(g) + U(g) @ r( P’)-. 
2.7. LEMMA. Suppose M, N are simple U(g) modules and AL,,, # 0. 
Then 
(i) d(A,) = d(V) = d(A,) for any non-zero U submodule V of AL,N. 
(ii) sa=O, SEA,, aEAh,,=>a=O. 
(iii) as = 0, s E A,, a E Ab,N 3 a = 0. 
(iv) S;‘Ah,, = Ab,,S,‘. 
(v) S; ‘Aa = Fract Al,. 
(vi) The centralizer of Fract A, in Fract AL reduces to scalars. 
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(i) Since M is a simple U(g) module and V# 0 we have ViV = M. 
Hence I(v) = Ann M. Similarly r(V) = Ann N. By 2.4 we can assume V 
simple without loss of generality and then by [21, 3.61, d(A,) = 
W(9)lKV)) = W(9P(V)) = d(A,)* Again Ann V=I(v)-@ U(g)+ 
V(g)@ r(v)” and so d(V) = j(d(A,) + d(A,)) by [21, 3.31. 
(ii) We have d(A,a) < d(AM/A,,,s) < d(A,) by the regularity of s. 
The finiteness of f action on AL,,, implies d(A,a) = d(A,uA,). Yet if a # 0, 
A,uA, is a non-zero U submodule of Ah,N and so d(A,uA,) = d(A,) which 
contradicts the previous inequality. Hence (ii). Part (iii) follows similarly. 
(iv) Fix Q E Ah,NI s E S, and set L = (t E A,: tu E Ah,Ns}. We show 
that L is an essential left ideal of A,,,. Take x E A,. If xu = 0, then x E L. 
Otherwise A,xuA, is a non-zero submodule of At,N and so d(A,) = 
d(A,xuA,,,) = d(A,xu) by (i). Yet d(A$,,,/Ah,,,s) < d(A,) by the regularity 
of s and (iii). Hence A,xu IT A$,N s # 0. This proves essentiality and so 
implies that A b,,S,’ c S,‘A’ M,N. The opposite inequality is similar. Hence 
(iv). In view of 2.4, (v) is a special case of [28, 3.7(ii)]. 
In virtue of (v) and 2.3(ii) the proof of (vi) follows exactly as in say the 
last part of [26, 12.11. 
2.8. Let F’ be a simple Artinian ring and F a simple Artinian 
subring of F’. We shall always assume that the identity of F is also the 
identity of F’. Let f (resp. f’) be a minimal idempotent for F (resp. F’). We 
can suppose without loss of generality that fl’ = f’f = f ‘. Now F’f is a left 
F’ module and we let z denote the multiplicity of the unique simple left F’ 
module F’f’ in F’f. Now recall that rk F is just the multiplicity of the unique 
simple left F module Ff in F. Using say [ 15, p. 5 1, Proposition 4] it follows 
that F’ is a direct sum of rk F copies of F’f and so z = rk F’/rk F (as is well 
known). A similar argument on the right shows that f’F’ occurs exactly z 
times in fl. 
Now consider F’f’ as a left F module and let 5 denote the multiplicity of 
the unique simple left F module Ff in F’f’. We use z” to denote the 
corresponding integer defined on the right. In general .? # z” [ 7, 3.11, though 
it is not known if this can happen when both are finite. 
2.9. Apply 2.8 with F = SG’A,, F’ = S;‘Ah writing z = z(M), etc. 
Set y(M) = e(AL)/e(A,). 
LEMMA. For any simple U(g) module M one has 
(i) z(M) z’(M) = y(M). 
(ii) Z(M) = Z’(M) < co. 
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It is clear that zz” is just the multiplicity of Ff in F’J: By say [ 15, p. 5 1, 
Proposition 41 it follows that as a left F module F’ is isomorphic to a direct 
sum of zz’ copies of F. Use of say [20, 5.1, 5.21 then gives (i). A similar 
argument on the right combined with 2.6 gives (ii). 
2.10. We have already observed (2.5) the multiplication rule 
AL,L 4.N CAL,,* Here we investigate a possible equality when At,L # 0. 
Since Ah,N # 0, a necessary condition is 
(‘V AIU,N #OoA;,,#O. 
This does not seem to obviously hold in general. For simple highest weight 
modules it holds through the existence of a non-degenerate contravariant 
form (see 3.2(i)). 
2.11. Let M be a finitely generated left U(g) module. If N is a 
submodule of M such that @4/N) ( d(M), we shall write M G N. Now 
suppose that we have an algebra homomorphism U(g) +A’ and that it4 is 
also an A’ module. We shall say that M is quasi-semisimple as an A’ module 
if M A Sot,, M. If in addition Sot,, M is a simple A’ module, we say that M 
is quasi-simple as an A’ module. A quasi-composition series for M as an A’ 
module is a finite filtration M = M, q M, 3.. . q M,, , = 0 by A’ submodules 
such that each subquotient Mi/Mi+ i satisfies d(Mi/Mi+,) = d(M) and is 
quasi-simple as an A’ module. Its length (namely, s) is called the quasi- 
length of M as an A’ module. When M has finite length as an A’ module it is 
just the number of simple factors in an A’-composition series for M which 
have the maximum Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. 
2.12. Suppose M, N, L are simple U(g) modules and that Ah,N # 0. 
Since A, has finite length as a U module and is a prime ring it admits [ 12, 
Lemme 61 a unique simple submodule which we denote by VM. One has 
A,+, G VIM. 
LEMMA. Let D be a non-zero Ah -A; bisubmodule of Ah,,,. If (V) 
holds, then D 2 A&.N. In particular Ah,LAL,, G Ah,,, whenever Ah,, # 0. 
The assertion holds when A4 = N since then D is just a non-zero ideal of 
the primitive Noetherian ring A’ and then by Goldie’s theorem the result 
follows by say [28, 3.21. In the general case recall that V, is an ideal of A, 
so by Goldie’s theorem it admits a regular element s of A, which by 
2J(ii, iii) is also regular in A;. By the hypothesis At,,, # 0, and so AX,M # 0 
by (V). Since M is a simple module, Ak,,,Ah+, is a non-zero ideal of Ah. It 
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contains the unique minimal ideal of A:, and hence the unique minimal ideal 
VN of A,. Thus we can write 
s = f aibi: ai E Ak,M, bi E Aa,N. 
i=l 
Let J (resp. K) be a left U(g) (resp. U) submodule of A$,N and suppose 
JI> K, Js c K. We show that d(J/K) < d(A,). Certainly d(J/K) < 
4JWo)IK) = d’(JU(o)/K). N ow JU(g)/K is finitely generated as a right 
U(g) module. By the hypothesis Js c K and the Ore condition in A,, there 
exists for each 5 E JU( g)/K an element t E S, such that tit = 0. Hence 
d’(JU(g)/K) < d(A,) by [28, 2.5(i)] which -in view of 2.7(i) proves the 
required assertion. 
Now consider Ah,,, := Aa,N /D. We have a map 0 of left U(g) modules 
AL+,/D -+ AL,,/D defined b y a + D t--+ as + D. Set J= Ker 8 and let J 
denote its inverse image in Ah,,,. Then J is a left U(g) submodule of Ah,N 
satisfying J 2 D and Js c D. Hence d(J) < d(A,) by our previous result. In 
the notation of (*) we have a map of left U(g) modules 
n times 
defined by a + D ++ @l= 1 (aai + DA ;,M), and a map of left U(g) modules 
n times 
w: 0 W,IDAiw,) -+ AL,,lD 
defined by @l=r (ci + DAL,, ) E+ XI= I cibi + D. Obviously I(/CP = 0 and so 
Ker cp c Ker 0 which gives d(Ker rp) < d(Ker 0) < d(A,). Yet 
n times 
and so d(Im up) < d(Ah/DA;,,) ( d(AL) = d(A,) by the truth of the lemma 
when A4 = N. We conclude that d(Ah,,/D) < d(Ah,,) as required. For the 
last part observe that AL,N 3 AL,MAh,N # 0 and so Ab,LAL,N # 0. 
2.13. Set FL,,, = SG’AL,,, FL = Fh,M, FM = SL’A,. By 2.8, FjU,N 
is an FL - FL bimodule and we have FL,LF;,N c Fh,N. 
COROLLARY. Suppose (%7) holds. Then 
(i> FL,,v is simple as a FL -FL bimodule. 
(ii) Fh,L FL,N = FhgN whenever Fh,L # 0. 
This follows from 2.12 just as in the proof of (I, 5.2). 
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2.14. The above result has the following important interpretation. 
Fix simple U(g) modules M, N such that Fh,N and Fh,M are non-zero. The C 
vector space GL,N := FL @ Fb,N @ Fh,M @ FL admits an obvious ring 
structure which can be defined as matrix multiplication with respect to the 
presentation 
GL,N = FF 
N,M 
LEMMA. Gz,N is a simple Artinian ring. 
GIU,N is say left Artinian because already Aa @ AL,N (resp. Ah@ Ah,,,,) is 
linitely generated as a left A, (resp. AN) module. It is simple by 2.13. 
2.15. Assume Fh,N # 0. Consider Fk,N as a left FL module and as a 
right Fk module. Since left and right multiplication commute we have an 
embedding 
i,: FL -+ End,$(Fh,,). 
COROLLARY. If FL,,,, # 0, then iN is an isomorphism. 
The identity of F(, defines an idempotent e of Gh,N. By Wedderburn-Artin 
applied to 2.14, Gt,N is isomorphic to the ring K, of all n x n matrices over 




where I, is the r x r unit matrix. The rules of multiplication in G$,N give 
FL = eGL,,e, Fh,N = eGL,, (1 - e), etc., from which the assertion becomes 
an easy verification. 
2.16. PROPOSITION. Let M, N be simple U(g) modules such that Fb+N 
and Fk,M are non-zero. Then 
@) FjU,N is simple as either an FL - FN or as an FM -FL bimodule. 
(ii> AL,N is quasi-simple as either an AL -A, or as an A, - AI, 
bimodule. 
(iii) The Goldie fields of A(, and of AL are isomorphic. 
(i) Let V, be a left FL submodule of FjU,N. Since FL is simple, 
Artinian we can write Fk,N = V, @ V, for some FL submodule V,of FL,N. 
Then the projection f onto V, defined by this decomposition is an element of 
End,;(Fk,,) and so by 2.15 can be identified with an idempotent of FL so 
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TABLE I 
Matrix Y(w, w’): W, W’ E C’(1) in Type G, ’ 
\ 
W’ 
1 12 121 1212 12121 
w \ \ 
1 1 12 121 1212 12121 
12 21 2,212 21,2121 212,21212 2121 
121 121 12,1212 1,121,12121 12,1212 121 
1212 2121 212,21212 21,2121 2,212 21 
12121 12121 1212 121 12 1 
’ The notation is explained in 5.5 and 5.9. The property y E Y(w, w’) o y-’ E Y(w’, w) 
follows from 3.2. 
that V, = Fb,NJ If V, is also a right FN module, it follows that 
-fFN(l -f) = 0. By 2.7(v) we can write f = s-la: s E S,, a EAL. Then 
A.aA,Js - a) = 0. Since N is a simple A, module, it follows that either 
s - a = 0 or a = 0. Vg E FN. Then by 2.7(vi), f is a multiple of the identity 
in FL. Hence (i). Part (ii) follows from (i) as in the proof of (I, 5.2). Part 
(iii) is an immediate consequence of 2.15. (For this see I, 4.5.) 
2.17. Of course 2.15 and 2.16 also hold when M r N. Clearly FL is 
simple as an F,,, - FM bimodule if and only if FL = F,. The determination of 
exactly when this happens we call the weak Kostant problem. The latter fails 
to hold in general even for highest weight modules.When M, N are highest 
weight modules one can also find an example when M g N and still Fh,N is 
not simple as an F,,,, - FN bimodule. This occurs for example in g simple of 
type G, (see 5.9 and Table I). We expect that it should be possible to prove 
that the simple FM -F,,, subquotients of Fb,N cannot all be isomorphic as 
shown in the case M g N in [26, 12.11. For (Q (see 5.11) we should also 
like to prove that no two distinct submodules can be isomorphic. 
2.18. (notation 2.1). Take ,D regular in 2.1. By 2.7(i) and [21, 2.81 
we have 
LEMMA. d(T,(N))= 2d(N), VNE 9. 
3. HIGHEST WEIGHT MODULES 
3.1. We now specialize to the case of highest weight modules. Every 
such module is isomorphic to some L(wp) with ,U E h* dominant and 
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w E W,, . It is technically advantageous to assume that ,U is also regular. By 
translation principles this involves no loss of generality. 
3.2. Consider the isomorphism q of U defined on g x g through 
r(X, Y) = (Y, X). For any U module M, let Mq be the U module with the 
same underlying vector space as M; but with the action urn := q(u)m, 
VuE U,mEM. 
LEMMA (notation I, 2.7). 
0) ULCU), L(u)Y 2 L&(v), Up)), VP, v E !I*. 
(ii) V(-WP, --cl)” r V(---w-i,~, +), Vp E lj*, w E W,. 
These are special cases of (fairly well-known) more general facts. Thus if 
M, N are U(g) modules let L(M @ N)* denote the U submodule of all f-finite 
elements of (M@ N)*. It is immediate that (L(M@ N)*)q z L(N@ M)* 
(here we must of course recall how f is defined). Applying say [ 13, 1.91 then 
gives (i). Again taking M = M(-,u), N = M(--v) we obtain (notation I, 2.7) 
that L(,D, v)~ E L(v, ,u) and so V(U, v) z V(V, ,u). Given ,u - v E P(R), then [ 11, 
Chap. I, 4.41 for any w E W one has V(W,U, WV) 2 V($, v). Hence (i)). 
3.3. Recall the following 
THEOREM [ 22, 4.71. For all WE w, one has Jwmh 
L(wll)) s V(-WA, A). 
Remark (notation 2.1). Thus T,(L(wL)) = V(-WA, -2). 
3.4. (notation 2.9). Set 
z, = z(L(w/I)) i, = f(L(wA)), Y, = Y(L(WA)). 
PROPOSITION. For each w  E W, one has 
(i) cW = zW-,. 
(ii) z,z,-I = Y,. 
(i) Set AW=ALcwAj, L!‘,,=A;~(,,.~), V,=L(M(A), L(wA)). In the 
isomorphism of 3.3, V, is viewed as a U module through the action _ 
((a @ b) . v)m = ‘a’vbm, Va, b E U(g), ,u E V,, m E M(1). Recalling 
[ 22, 4.121 we may also consider V, as an A I, - A w -I bimodule and then by 
3.2(ii) and 3.3 as an A,, - A k-1 bimodule. Here one checks that the action of 
the common A,-A,-, subring is the same in both cases. Set S,= SL(,,,*,, 
Fw = Fmr,,,, F:, = FL,,,,. By (1,4.3), S;‘V, is both an FL-F,,-, and an 
F, -FL-, bimodule, the action of the common F, -F,-, subring being the 
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same in both cases. Moreover by (I, 4.4, 4.6) we have FL g End,w-,(S;l V,) 
(though left multiplication) and F, g EndF;y-l(S;l V,) (again through left 
multiplication). The first equality implies that ,!?;‘I’, is isomorphic as a 
right F,-, module to rk FL copies of the unique simple module over I;,-, and 
hence as a right FL-, module to (rk F’,)/Z;-, copies of the unique simple 
module over FL-,. The second isomorphism then gives rk F, = (rk F’,)/z’,-,, 
that is, z, = Z,-,. Hence (i). Part (ii) follows from (i) and 2.9. 
Remarks. One expects the y,: w E WA to depend only on WA viewed as 
a Coxeter group, whereas the z w: w E W, depend also on the root system 
R, . For example the z, differ in types B,, C,. Indeed take B, = {a, /3} of 
type B, with (J3, /I) = 2(a, a). Set w = sDs, so then w-’ = s,sq. By [26, 9.4 
recalling that -2 is taken there to be dominant] we have z, = 2, z,~, = 1. 
Yet y, = 2 in both cases. Again by (i) of the proposition we have fwm, = 2. 
Since z,~, = 1, we may regard the embedding F,-, C-, FL,-, as an embedding 
of the underlying Goldie fields, the larger being a grade 2 extension of the 
smaller. This result was anticipated in [26, 9.4 Remarks] following the very 
detailed and complicated calculations made in [3]. 
3.5. Let Z, denote the set of involutions of WA and Ci the subset of 
Z:, defined in (I, 3.4). We call Zi the Duflo set. Suppose J E Xx. By (I, 3.3, 
3.4), M(A)/JM(A) A L(d) f or some u E Ci and the map J++ u of c%~ into 
Ci so defined is bijective. We remark that the bijectivity of %A with ,Zi 
(introduced in a slightly different fashion) is due to Duflo [ 12, 
Proposition 8, 91. 
LEMMA. Fix w  E WA and let a be the unique element of .?Yi such that 
J(ul) = J(w- ‘A). Then 
(i) L(L(oA), L(wA)) G V(-WA, -A). 
(ii) L(L(wA), L(aA)) G V(-w-l& -A). 
(i) Let M be the unique maximal submodule of M(J) such that 
L(M(A), L(w,l))M = 0 and J the annihilator of L(M@), L(wA)) considered as 
a right U(g) module. By [22, 4.7, 4.121, J=J(w-‘A). Through the definition 
of J and M we have M =) JM(A). By [22, 5. l] there exists a unique ideal 
J’ 2 Ann M(A) such that M = J’M(A), so obviously J = S and M = JM@). It 
follows that the natural embedding 
Wf(~)/J(w- ‘A) M(A), L(wA)) -+ JWW), L(d)) 
is surjective. Yet Q := M(A)/J(w-‘A) M(A) s L(uk) and so by [26,6.1] the 
natural homomorphism L(Q, L(wk)) + L(L(an), L(wA)) is injective. 
Recalling 3.3, we obtain (i) either as in the proof (I, 3.4) or by taking 
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M = L(wA), N = L(al) in 2.16(ii) and noting that A;(,,, tALCoA) by (I, 3.4). 
Part (ii) obtains from (i) and 3.2(i). 
3.6. Recall (13, 3.81 the following: 
PROPOSITION. For all w, w’ E WA one has 
3.7, Fix w, w’ E WA such that J(w-‘A) =J(w’-‘A). Let E be any 
finite-dimensional U(g) module. Then L(w’A) @ E is a smooth (cf. I, 2.3) 
U(g) module of finite length and so admits a quasi-composition series 
L(w’A)@E=M,@~~~ . ..qMM.+,=O. 
Here we recall that each Mi/A4,+ I is quasi-simple and that d(Mi/Mi+ ,) = 
d(L(w’A)). 
LEMMA. For each i one has that L(L(wA), Mi/Mi+ ,) # 0. 
Fix i and let L(w”A) be the unique simple submodule of M,/M,+,. It is 
enough to show that L(L(wA), L(w”,l)) # 0. By (II, 5.3) we have J(w”-‘A) 3 
J(w-‘1). Furthermore equality holds since by [21, 2.81 we have 
d(U(g)/J(w”-’ A)) = 2d(L(w”A)) = 2d(L(w’l)) = d(U(g)/J(w’-‘1)). Thus the 
assertion of the lemma follows from 3.6. 
3.8. Retain the hypotheses and notation of 3.7. Let u be the unique 
element of CI such that J(aA) =J(w-‘A). For each i E { 1, 2,..., s}, set 
vi = L(L(d), Mi). 
LEMMA. (9 vi? vi+l* 
(ii) L(L(d), Mi) L(d) A Mi. 
(i) We have M,/M,+, GL(wJ) for some wi E W, and by [26, 6.11 
the natural embedding L(L(d), L(w,A)) c=-+ L(L(d), Ml/M/+,) is an 
isomorphism. Now recall that we have a natural embedding Vi/Vi+, C-, 
L(L(uA.), MI/M,+ ,). Then for each i we obtain from 3.5(i) that Vi/Vi+, is 
either zero or quasi-simple (as a U module). Moreover by 2.7(i) and [21, 
2.81 we have d(Vi/Vi+,) = d(L(L(d), L(w’A) BE)) in the latter case. Thus 
the quasi-length of L(L(uA), L(w’l)@ E) is just the number of times 
‘i? vi+l* Yet by (I, 2.5) and 3.5(i) the latter has quasi-length equal to the 
quasi-length of (E 0 C) @ V(--w/A, -1) which by 2.1, 2.18 and 3.3 has the 
same quasi-length as E @ L(w’A). Hence (i). 
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(ii) Set L(L(aA), Mi) L(oL) = Ni. Obviously Ni c Mi and Vi/Vi+, t, 
L(L(aA),Ni/Ni+,). By (i), 2.7(i) and [21,2.8] it follows that d(Ni/Ni+,) = 
d(L(olE)) = d(Mi/Mi+ 1). Hence (ii). 
3.9. Retain the notation and hypothesis of 3.7. For each 
i E ( 1, 2 )...) s}, set Vi = L(L(wA), Mi), vi = L(L(wA), Mi/Mi+ r). Identify 
‘il’i+ L as a U submodule of vi through the natural embedding. 
THEOREM. For each i E { 1,2,..., s) one has 
(i) vi/vi+ 1 # 0. 
(ii) Vi/Vi+ 1 g Ti. 
(i) Define u as in 3.8. By 3.6, L(L(tvA),L(uA)) # 0 and so 
L(L(wA), L(uA)) L(wA) = L(uA) by the simplicity of L(uA). Then 
vi L(d) 3 L(L(ul), Mi) L(L(wA), L(d)) L(d) 
= L(L(d), Mi) L(d) 
AMi, by 3.8(ii). 
Yet obviously Vi+ ,L(wA) c Mi+ 1. Hence (i). 
(ii) Observe that Vi and hence V’/Vi+ I is defined as a U(g) --AL,,,, 
bimodule, the latter as a submodule of Vi. Yet in the notation of 3.8 we have 
Fig L(L(uA),L(w,lz)) which by 2.16(ii) and 3.2(i) is quasi-simple as a 
w  - ~hv*, bimodule. Hence (ii). 
Remarks. This result is of some importance because we can use it to 
compute the simple factors of maximum Gelfand-Kirillov dimension in any 
L&WA), L(w’A)) by 3.5(i) and translation principles. This will be discussed 
in detail in the next section. By 2.7(i) any U submodule of vi has the 
maxim21 Gelfand-Kirillov dimension and so (ii) implies Soc,( Vi/Vi+ 1) = 
Soc,( Vi). It is natural to conjecture that Soc,(vi) G vi. We show that this 
follows from Vogan’s conjecture (g$) [34, Conjecture 3.151. Our results 
should thus be considered to be a computation of Soc(L(L(wA), L(w’L))). 
4. THE DUFLO SET AND THE JANTZEN CONJECTURE 
It is clear from Section 3 that the determination of the Duflo set Ci is 
central to the further analysis of L(L(wA),L(w’A)). Here we show that a 
positive answer to the Jantzen conjecture (gZ) provides data which determine 
PA. Yet as this solution is an implicit one, it is also useful to review some of 
the known results on Ci. 
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4.1. If R, has only type A, factors, then Zi = Zn by say (I, 6.2). 
Again for certain J E <Zl it can happen that there is only one involution u 
such that J= J(ol) (see [21, Fig. 21 for examples) and so necessarily o E 2:: 
in that case. However in these cases the weak Kostant problem for highest 
weight modules is already solved. 
4.2. LEMMA. (i) {w,,:B’cB*})cZi. 
(ii) [M(A): L(wB,A)] = 1, VB’ cB,. 
(iii) rfo E Zi\{w,,: B’ cB,], then [M(A): L(d)] > 1. 
From Duflo’s definition of .Zi [ 12, Propositions 8,9] which by say 2.1 and 
2.18 coincides with ours, (i) follows from [ 19, 5.3(ii)]. For (ii) and (iii) we 
remark that for any w  E WA one has supp w  1 (a E B,: w(r E R - } with 
equality if and only if w  = wg, with B’ = supp w. Then by [ 12, 
Propositions 6, lo] it follows that [J(wA)/Ann M(1): I’(-wL, --A)] = 0 if and 
only if w=we, for some B’ c B,. Yet if u E Zi, then U(g)/J(ull.) L 
V(-a& --A) by Duflo’s definition of C:. Then (ii) and (iii) follow from 2.1. 
4.3. For each r E QA, set 
x?& = (a E Z’$ J(uA) E (&),}. 
A natural question to ask is whether .Zi,, can be constructed from the 
knowledge of one element in this set. Some progress in this direction was 
made by Speh and Vogan (see last paragraph of [32]). This method is 
discussed (and improved) in 5.7. 
4.4. Fix 6 E $* regular and for each WE WA, let {M’(wL)},., 
denote the Jantzen filtration of M(wA) defined as in say [ 14, 4.11 with 
respect to 6. Now suppose w  < w’ (Bruhat order). Then [ 10, 7.6.231 we have 
a unique embedding M(w’L)%M(wA). In this situation Jantzen conjectured 
[16, 5.171 that for all ZEN one has 
M’(w’d) = M(w’A) n M”(wl), where I’ = I(w’) - Z(w) + 1. 
In 114, 4.8, 4.91 it was shown that 
THEOREM. Suppose (FQ holds for each pair w, w’ E W, satisfying 
w<w’. Then 
(i) Each M,(w,l) := M’(wA)/M’+ ‘(WA) is semisimple. 
(ii) [M,(wL): L(w’ll)] is the coeflcient of qcrcw”-rcw’-“‘2 in the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial P,,.,(q) [29, Theorem 1. I]. 
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Remark. In applying [ 14, 4.91 we must note that -A is dominant there, 
whereas -w,;l is dominant here. We have also used PwAw~w~,w~~ww~(q) = 
P,,,,,(q) which follows from the fact that the map w  ++ w, wwl, a ++ We CL is 
an automorphism of the Coxeter group (W, , BA). 
4.5. We shall refer to the conclusion of 4.4 (that is to say, that each 
M,(wl) is semisimple with known composition factors) as the 
Jantzen-Kazhdan-Lusztig (simply, JKL) data. We note that the JKL data 
determine the Jantzen matrix. Indeed (notation I, 1.3) the entries of the 
Jantzen matrix are given by 
b(w, w’) = f [M,(wA): L(w’A)]. 
I=0 
4.6. (notation II, 1.3, 5.2, 5.3). Let a(w, w’) denote the entries of 
the inverse of the Jantzen matrix and for each w  E W, set 
a(w) = x a(w, w’) w’. 
W’E WA 
For each w  E WA the left block D(w) of W, generated by a(w) is defined 
by D(w) :={w’ E WA: a(w’) E [Q!W,a(w)]). 
If we write 
cw,(w2, w3):== C a(w2,w)b(w1w,wj):wi E WA, 
WEW* 
then 
Thus w3 E D(w,) 0 cw,(wz, w3) f 0 for some w1 E W,. 
Similarly D’(w) := (w’ E W,: a(w’) E [a(w) QnW,)} defines a right block. 
By (II, 5.2) we obtain 
a(4 wl = 2: c,,(wz7 WA a(wA, 
WJEW,l 
and so w’ E D(w) o w’-’ E D(w-‘). 
Order the set of left (or right) blocks of WA by inclusion. For each 
WE w,, the left cell C(w) of W, generated by a(w) is defined to be the 
complement in D(w) of the union of all the left blocks strictly contained in 
D(w). A right cell C’(w) of WA is defined similarly with respect to D’(w). 
Obviously the set of all left (or right) cells form a partition of WA. The 
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importance of blocks and cells obtains from the following (cf. II, 5.3 and 
Remark) result due in part to Vogan [32]. 
PROPOSITION. For each pair w, w’ E W, one has 
(i) J(w’n) 1 J(wk) 0 a(w’) E D(w). 
(ii) J(w’n) = J(w1) 0 a(~‘) E C(w). 
4.7. If the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture [29, 1.51 holds then the 
inverse of the Jantzen matrix is determined by the following particularly 
simple formula, namely, 
w a(w, w’) = (det ww’) b(ww,, w’w~). 
Actually the possibility that (%Y’;) holds was first observed by Jantzen. For 
the moment it remains a conjecture though of course by 4.4 we do have that 
(g*) implies (‘Z;). One has (as noticed also by Jantzen) 
LEMMA. Suppose (g;) holds. Then the map J(w1) I-+ J(ww, A) is an 
order antiautormorphism of 2’i. 
Suppose J(w,A.) 3 J(w31). We must show that J(w, w,;l) c J(w, w,A). 
Now for all w, E WA 
cw,h %I = X 4w2, w) NW, w, w,) 
WEWA 
= (det w1 w2 w,) \’ I ~(ww,, wz w,,) 4w, WA 5 w, WWJ, by (g’;) 
W’ E w.1 
= (det w, w2 w3) c,,+(wJ wA, w2 wA), 
By 4.6(ii) this gives the required assertion. 
Remark. The conclusion of the lemma was conjectured by Borho and 
Jantzen [S, 2.191. 
4.8. In view of 4.7 we define J(wA)* = J(ww,l), VW E WA. Note 
that since 1 is dominant, it is the J(w,,l)* which can be the induced ideals 
(that is if B’ c B). Moreover in contrast to 4.2(i), w,, We need not be an 
involution and even then we may have w,, w, @ Zz (for example, this occurs 
even in type B,) and there seems to be no simple rule to determine cr E Ci 
such that J(a~)=J(w,~~)*. For example when B,= {a,, a,, a3} is of type B, 
or C, (with {a,, a21 of type B, or C,), then s,,w~ E Ci exactly when i = 1. 
(This result is obtained in 5.6 by a combined use of 4.2(i, ii) and 4.3). On 
the other hand the determination of Zi can be viewed if the Jantzen matrix is 
known as a special case of the following problem which can be solved for the 
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J(w,J)*: B’ cB,. Namely, for each pair w, w’ E W, determine 
[U(g)/J(wA): V(-w’& -A)]. Indeed by [16, 3.15; see also II, 5.11 the 
Jantzen matrix determines the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of L(w’l) and so 
by 2.18 the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of V(-w’& -A). Then the unique 
element o E ZO, satisfying J(u,l) = J(wA) is just the unique element of WA 
satisfying d(U( gYJ(w~)) = d(V(-& -A>) and 1 W/J(w~>: 
V(-o,$ -A)] > 0. Relatively little is known on the above problem in general 
(though Duflo [ 12, Proposition 61 has determined when [J(wA)/Ann M(A): 
I/(-w’& -A)] > 0). Yet we do have the following 
LEMMA. For each B’ c B,, w’ E WA one has 
[ U(g)/J(w,, w,l): V(-W’A, -A)] = qJWB, WA, w’). 
We apply [13, 5.1-5.31. Since -A is dominant there and -w,3, is 
dominant here we obtain (setting B” = w,B’) 
[ U(g)/J(w,, w,A): I/(-w’& -A>] 
= x det(w-‘w,,)[L(-w,& -w-‘w,,w,A): V(-w’& -A)], 
WE wg. 
= -&,,, (det w)[L(-WA, --A): V(-w’& -A)], 
by [ 11, III, 5.51 
= x (det w) b(w, w’), by [23,3.2]. 
WE Fv,. 
By [16, 2.161 we have 
a(w, w,, , wA w) = det w, WE w,, 
=o otherwise. 
Substitution in the above gives the assertion of the lemma. 
4.9. Let gA denote the set of left cells of WA. By 4.6(ii) the map 
u ++ C(u) is a bijection of Xi onto g’. Although Cl is to be determined, it is 
convenient to use it as an index set for E’. 
For each u E Cl, set 
k c(U) = min min (I: [M,(A): L(wA)] > 0). 
WEC(O) IEN 
PROPOSITION. Fix u E Zi and set k = kcC,,. Then 
(i) [Mk@): L(ak)] > 1. 
(ii) Suppose M&I) is semisimple. 
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Then equality holds in (i) and L(ol) is the unique simple subquotient of 
M&l) with annihilator J(o,l). 
(i) By the choice of k there exists a submodule N’ of M&) maximal 
with the property that 
(*) x dim Hom(L(&), M&)/N’) = x [M,@)/N’: L(wA)] = 1. 
WCC(O) Wt?C(O) 
Set N= N’ + Mkt ‘(1). By 2.1 (or [22], 4.31) there exists an ideal 
J 3 Ann M(A) of U(g) such that JM(1) = N. By construction M(I)/N has a 
submodule with annihilator J(an) and so J c J(uA). Hence 
A4 := J(d) M(l) 3 JM(A) = A? 
Yet M(l)/M+ L(al) which combined with (*) gives (i). Furthermore since 
M is uniquely determined by J(u1) it follows that so is N’. Hence (ii). 
4.10. COROLLARY. If (g2) holds, then Zi is determined by the JKL data. 
In particular Cl: depends only on the specification of (W,,, B,) as a Coxeter 
group. 
Remark. The last part which follows from the corresponding property of 
the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials should be useful in practical computations 
of c;. 
4.11. From now on we consider that 2s: is known. Then for each 
u E Z: we use 3.5 and 3.9 to determine the subquotients of maximal 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension in L(L(wl), L(w’l)) for all w, w’ E C’(u). (In 
this recall 3.6 and 4.6.) Given the Jantzen matrix this can be done under a 
further hypothesis (?&) which may be viewed given 4.4 as a purely 
combinatorial question concerning the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. First 
let us recall [23, 4.4,4.5] that the positivity of the c,~(w, w’): a E B, implies 
that each CD(w) is a left ideal of QW,. Consequently each (DC(w) is 
defined as a left W, module (being a quotient of CD(w)). Here we remark 
that in general [Q W,s(w)] strictly contains QW,a(w) so that there is no 
reason to suppose that a(w) is a cyclic generator for Q!C(w). Nevertheless we 
conjecture the following 
(Q. For each u E Zi, a(u) is a cyclic vector for QC(u), equivalently 
(cf. 4.6) a(u) is a cyclic vector for QC’(u). 
This obviously holds if QC(u) is a simple W, module as for example 
when R, has only simple factors of type A,. Again say if R, is simple of 
type C,, then W, admits 14 left cells, 8 of which generate simple W, 
modules. In general a(w): w  E C(u) is not a cyclic vector for GE(u). When 
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rk R, < 2 this can happen precisely in types B,, C,, and G,. For example, 
suppose B = {a,, a*} is of type G, and set sai = si. If 0 = s,, then C(a) = 
Is1 2 szs, 3 S,S,SI 3 ~Z~l~Z~l~ s,s2s,s2sI} and only a(si) and a(s,szs,s2s,) are 
cyclic vectors for QC(o). When u = wB,: B’ c B, it is even true [ 23, 5.121 
that a(a) is a cyclic vector for m(a). However this stronger property fails 
for elements of Ci even in type A,. 
4.12. Fix cr E Zi. For each u’ E C(u) r‘l C’(u), set x,, = e(L(u’ll))/ 
e(L(uA)), Z,, = e(v(-u’A, -J))/e(Y(-on, -A)) which by (I, 6.1, II, 4.11) are 
rational numbers independent of the choice of A in n ‘. 
LEMMA (notation 1.5). Suppose (GT3) holds. Then 
(i) For each w E C’(u) there exists b, E U4W,, determined by the 
Jantzen matrix such that 
h& = Ku- 
(ii) For each u’ E C(u) n C’(u) on has x,, = +fuf = z,, = i,, and these 
integers are determined by the Jantzen matrix. 
(i) is a purely formal consequence of the cyclicity of a(u) (for Q@(u)) 
and the behaviour of the gw under the action of W, as determined by the 
additivity principle (I, 5.11) and expressed by the equation given in (II, 5.5, 
Remark 1). Again by the corresponding additivity principle for the 
multiplicity e(.) and 2.1 it follows that a similar equation (with the same b,) 
holds for the multiplicity polynomials. Hence x,, = Z,, = z,,. Finally by 
3.2(ii) and 2.6 we obtain Z,, = Z+,. Since a’-’ E C(u) n C’(u), this gives, 
using 3.4(i), that fD, = z,,_, = ZO(-, = ZO,. Hence (ii). 
4.13. For each a E B, let 8, denote the functor (on the category 
.%?) of coherent continuation across the a-wall defined as in say 114, 3.31. 
Take w  E W,. If ws, > w, then B,L(wA) = 0. Otherwise there is a complex 
0 + L(wA) -+ l!-l,L(wA) + L(wA) + 0 
and U,L(wA) is defined to be its cohomology. One has 
[f?,L(w~)/L(w~): L(w’A)] = cJw-1, WI-‘) 
in this case. (For this see [34]). Vogan conjectured that for each w  E W, 
such that ws, < w, one has 
(ST;) U,L(wA) is semisimple. 
In [35, 3.51 Vogan showed that (‘Z;) implies the Kazhdan-Lusztig 
conjecture [29, 1.51 and also determines Ext*(M(wA), L(w’A)) via the 
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Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. In [14, 4.8(i)] it is shown that (%Z*) implies 
(2q. 
By 2.1 the functors 8,, U, can also be considered to be defined on the 
category Xl. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose (Bf) holds. Then 
Soc,L(L(wA), L(w’h)) f L(L(wA), Jqw’A)). 
By 3.6 it is enough to fix u E Cj: and to take w, w’ E C’(a). By 3.5(ii) the 
assertion holds whenever w’ = u. Suppose that it has been established for 
some w’ E C’(a) (and all w  E C’(a)). We show that (C;) then implies that it 
holds for any w” E C’(a) satisfying a(w”) E [a(w’) se] and all w  E C’(a). 
By the definition of a right cell this will suffice to prove the proposition. 
When w’s, > w’ one has 123, 5.121 a(w’) s, = -a(w’), so we can assume 
w’s, < w’ without loss of generality. Now (cf. I, 2.5) for any finite- 
dimensional U(g) module one has 
L(L(wA), L(w’A) @ E) z (E @ C) @L(L(wA), L(w’1)). 
Since B,L(w’A) is a direct summand of L(w’A) 0 E, for an appropriate 
choice of E, it follows that 
c*> L(L(wl), s,L(w’n)) z B,(L(L(wA), Jqw’tl))). 
The condition w” E C’(u) implies d(L(w”l)) = d(L(u1)) = d(L(wA)), so 
we can assume without loss of generality that d(U,L(w’A)) = d(L(w’A)). 
Then by 2.1, 2.18 and 3.9(ii), (*) gives 
(**I L(L(wA), u,L(w’n)) b U,(L(L(wA), L(w’1))). 
Now d(U,M) < d(M), for any A4 E ,R and so the hypothesis 
L(L(wA), L(w’A)) A Sot L(L(wA), L(w’1)) combined with (**) gives 
L(L(wl), UJ(w’ll)) =L UJSOC L(L(wA), qw’n))). 
By (g;) and 2.1 the right-hand side is a semisimple U module, whereas 
by (%Y;) again L(L(wA), L(w”A)) is a direct summand of maximum 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of the left-hand side. Hence the required 
assertion. 
4.14. Fix u, w, w’ as in the proof of 4.13. We now use (**) above 
to determine the simple factors of maximum Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 
(namely, 2d(L(uL))) in L(L(w;l),L(w’l)). Indeed (**) (combined with 2.1, 
2.18, and 3.9(ii)) gives a series of linear equations with coefficients deter- 
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mined by the Jantzen matrix for these factors. From the data provided by 
3.5(ii) it is clear that these equations have a unique solution if and only if 
(‘X3) holds. That is we have proved 
THEOREM. Fix u EPA and suppose that a(u) is a cyclic vector for 
Q@(u). Then for each w, w’ E: C’(a) the simple subquotients of 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 2d(L(ol)) in L(L(wA), L(w’1)) are determined 
(with their multiplicities) by the Jantzen matrix. 
Remark. Thus if (‘ZZ) and (Vj) hold, each L(L(wA), L(w’A)): w, w’ E W, 
is a quasi-semisimple U module whose simple submodules are determined by 
the JKL data. 
4.15. Recall (3.3) the definition of y,: w  E WA. Fix c E 2:. Recall 
that w  E C’(a) o w-’ E C(a) (see (4.6). It follows from 4.6(ii) and the 
definition (4.12) of the x’,. that 
yw= z: [L(L(wA), L(wil)): q-u’& -A)] &. 
0’Ec(dnc’w 
Then by 3.4(ii), 4.12(iii) and 4.14 we obtain 
THEOREM. Fix u E Zi and suppose a(u) is a cyclic vector for aC’(u). 
Then for each w E C(u), the product z,z,-, is determined by the Jantzen 
matrix. 
Remark. Thus if (%?*) and (9YJ) hold the z,z,-,: w  E WA are determined 
by the JKL data and in particular depend only on the specification of 
(W,,B,) as a Coxeter group. 
4.16. Fix a E B,. Given ME ,%‘I semisimple let Mt (resp. M-) 
denote the submodule of A4 consisting of all those simple submodules L( yA.) 
satisfying ys, < y (resp. ys, > y). Now assume (g*) holds and choose 
w  E W, such that ws, < w. By [ 141 we have 
THEOREM. For all I E N, 
0) MG l(wn) c MGAws,~); 
(ii) MT (WA) = M:+ ,(ws,L); 
(iii) U,M:(wA) = M;(ws,k) eMi+ I. 
In view 4.4(i), (i) is a trivial consequence of (g*), (ii) is just [14, 4.3(v)] 
and (iii) just [ 14, 4.8(iii)]. (Note that -1 is dominant in [ 14, Sect. 41). 
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4.17. Fix (r E B, and y E W, such that ys, < y. Recall that 
[U,L(yri):L(y’l)] > O*y’s, > y. 
COROLLARY. Suppose [U,L(yL):z):(y’A)] > 0. Then for each f E N, 
w’ E W, satisfying w’s, > w’ one has 
[M,+,(w’Q L(yrl)] > 03 [M,(w’A): L(y’A)] 
+ [M[+,(w’l): L(y’lb)] > 0. 
This follows by applying 4.16 with w  = w’s,. 
4.17. (notation 4.9). For each J E &, we set kJ = kc{,, given 
J=J(oA):aEZ;. 
THEOREM. Suppose (%Z2) holds. Then for each s E 0,1, kJ is independent 
of the choice of J E (. Fi), . 
Fix r E a,, J E (%x), and choose cr E Z;j: such that J = J(aA). By (II, 5.5) 
and 4.6 we have (ZJ), = {Ann J(wA): w E C’(a)}. It is easy to show that 
P,,,,,(q) =Pw-l,w~-l(q), Vw,w’ E WA and so by 4.4(ii), we have 
]M,(A): L(y’L)] = [M,(L): L(y’-‘A)], Vy’ E WA. Thus by 4.9(ii) we obtain 
c*> [M,(A): JqY'n>l = 0, VI < k,, y’ E C’(a) - {a}. 
Suppose a E B, satisfies crs, < o and L(y’L) is a subquotient of U,L(oL) 
satisfying d(L(y’1)) = d(L(oA)) (so then y’ E C’(a) - (~1). We show that 
k J(Y,lj < kJ(Olj. Apply 4.16 with w’ = Id, y = 0. Through its conclusion and 
(*) we obtain 
(**I w-h,+ ,(A): L(Y’n)l > 0. 
Now choose (T’ E 2Yi such that J(a’A) = J(y’L). Observe that cr’ # y’ 
because each left cell, and hence each right cell, contains only one element of 
Ci. Thus by 4.9(ii) and (**) we obtain kJ(o,Ah) < kJtoAj. Repeating this 
argument it eventually follows from 4.6 that this holds for all u’ E Xi,,. 
Interchanging u, u’ gives equality and hence the proposition. 
4.18. Fix w’ E W,. One has Sot M(w’J) G M(w,L). The right-hand 
side is a simple module which occurs with multiplicity one in M(wll). Also 
by [14, 4.111 
M,(w’l) E M(w,rl), I= I(w,) - I(w’) 
z 0, I > Z(wJ - Z(w’). 
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LEMMA. Assume (E2) holds. Take l< Z(w,) - Z(w’) and suppose 
[M,-,(w’l): L(y’L)] > 0. Then there exists a E B,, y E W, such that 
ys, < y, [U,L(yl): L(y’A)] > 0 and [M,(w’il): L(y)L)] > 0. 
Choose a E B, such that y’s, > y’ (which is possible since y’ # We). 
Defining M* as in 4.16 (with respect to this a) we have [M,,(w’l): 
L(Y’~)] > 0 and we require y E W, such that [Mf (w’n): L(yJ)] > 0. Taking 
w= w’s,, w’s, > w’ 
= w’, w’s, < w’ 
in 4.16, we obtain this result from the conclusion of 4.16. 
4.19. COROLLARY. Suppose (EJ holds. Then for all w E W,, 
I E {0, 1, 2 ,..., I(w,) - Z(w)}, one has 
Ann M,- i(wn) 3 Ann M,(wA). 
Take w’ = w-’ in 4.18. By 4.6 and 4.18 if [M,-,(w’A): L(y’n)] > 0, then 
there exists y E W, such that 
[M,(w’rl): L(yA)] > 0 and J(y’-‘ApJ(y-‘A). 
Since P,,,(q) = P,-,,,-,(q), the required conclusion obtains from 4.4 and 
4.6. 
5. SOME EXAMPLES AND CONJECTURES 
There are a growing number of conjectures which given (FJ may be 
considered as pure combinatorial questions involving only the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. We give a sample of these below together 
with some examples of the application of Section 4 in low rank. 
5.1. If M is a locally semisimple IJ module, we let M,:p E I)* 
denote its h weight subspace of weight p - p, Set r = card R + = dim n. 
THEOREM. Suppose (w2) holds. Then for all w, w’ E W,, 1 E N one has 
dim H’(n-, L(w~)),,,,~ = [M,-,(w’w,A): L(ww,A)]. 
Indeed 
ff’(n-, L(wA)),~, z H,-,(n-, L(wA)),,,, by Poincart duality 
z H’-‘(n+, L(w~))$,~, by contravariant form 
z Extr-‘(M(w’n), L(w;l))*, by [9, Theorem 21. 
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Now recall that (G?*) 3 (VT) so if (%Q holds, combining [35, 3.51 with 
[ 14, 4.91 gives 
dim Ext’-‘(M(w’A), L(&)) = [M,-,(w’w,~): L(ww,~)]. 
Hence the theorem. 
5.2. Fix c E Zi, and set 1- = w,l which is antidominant. Suppose 
(KJ holds. Then by 4.6, 4.9 and 5.1 we see that as w runs over C(o) the top 
non-vanishing n--cohomology of L(wA-) admitting a non-zero A- - p 
weight subspace, occurs at r - kcc,,. Analogy with singular cohomology 
suggests that the latter should then be equal to d(L(w&)) (which has the 
constant value d(L(aA-)) on C(a)). That is, we have the following 
conjecture, namely, 
max max {I: H’(n-,L(wA_)),- # 0} = d(L(o)L-)). 
WEC(O) /EN 
Recalling 4.9 and 4.17 we see that in some sense these “top 
cohomologies” carry the irreducible representations occurring in 0,. In view 
of [26, 7.4(iii)] this is an important analogy with a similar situation [3 1, 
I.101 which arises in the discussion of the Springer map. 
5.3. For each B’ cBn, let 7,, E R, be the irreducible representation 
of W, generated by pe, (notation I, 6.2). 
PROPOSITION. Suppose (gl) holds. Then (?Q holds for all a E Zi,sB,. In 
particular (g4) holds whenever R, has only type A,, factors. 
By 4.17 and 4.6 (which implies that d(L(wJ)) = d(L(uL)), VW E C’(a)), it 
is enough to prove the assertion in the case 0 = w,, (recall 4.2(i)). By 4.2(ii) 
and [ 14, 4.111 we have that kCcws,, = E(w*,). Then taking w’ = wJ, w = w,, We 
in 5.1 gives (‘ZJ if we recall that d(L(w,,w,J)) = d(L(w,,L)) = r - Z(wB,) 
[21, 3.51. 
5.4. Let us note one more interesting aspect of (G$), which comes to 
mind on reading [30, 7.141. 
LEMMA. Suppose (‘Z?J holds. Then 
(i) d(L(wL)) > card R+ - Z(w), VW E W,,. 
(ii) If (F2) holds, then equality holds in (i) if and only if w = w,, for 
some B’ c B, . 
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(i) This is an immediate consequence of (gd) and a result of 
Casselman and Schmidt (cf. [9, Theorem 41. Taking further account of 
4.2(iii), 4.9 and [ 14, 4.111 gives (ii). 
Remarks. Set J= AnnL,(wi-). Then by (II, 5.1) we have degll,= 
card R’ - d(L(wA-)) < l(w). On the other hand, I(w) is just the cardinality 
of the set S(w) := {a E Ri : wa E R-}. When w = w,, we have up to a scalar 
that 
This and (ii) suggests a natural role for S(w) in constructing j,. 
5.5. In applying 4.14 and 4.15 it is not always necessary to have 
the whole of the JKL data. At present it seems that the most difficult part is 
determining Zi. Indeed when Ci is known it appears that the result of 
Jantzen and Vogan [32, 331 together with an appropriate extension of [33, 
4.11 already provide sufficient information. 
In [ 18, Theorem 5. l] we gave an equivalence relation - on WA which has 
the property that w - w’ * J(wn) = J(w’n). This result is illustrated diagram- 
matically in [21, Figs. 1, 21 and the proof can also be read off from 4.6 and 
(33, 3.2). By 4.6 this equivalence relation defines a partition of each left cell 
of W, into what we shall call connected components. If R, has only type A, 
factors, each left cell is connected [33, Sect. 6) and this now appears [ 1 ] to 
be the case unless R, admits a factor with a branched diagram. (A non- 
connected left cell in type D, is illustrated in [26, Fig. 11. The lower two 
pieces, one inside the other form a single left cell. D, also admits non- 
connected left cells which do not lie one inside the other.) 
Given c E Ci let C;(o) denote the connected component of C’(a) 
containing u. We now describe a procedure which modulo some cyclicity 
assumption on a(u) determines the set { V(-y& -A}re,,(w,w,) of the simple 
subquotients of maximal Gelfand-Kirillov dimension in L(L(w,?), L(w’A)), 
for all (w, w’) E C’(u) x Co(u). It also determines z,,,z,-,, VW E CL(u). In it 
we can assume R, simple without loss of generality. 
First recall that by 3.5(ii) this problem is solved (if u is known!) whenever 
w’ = u. That is, Y(w, u) = (w-l}, VW E C’(u). Now, just as in 4.13, assume it 
is solved for some w’ E C;(u). If w’ = (1, w~,~}, then u’ = w’ and C(u) = {a}, 
so this case is trivial. Otherwise we can find {a, /3} c B, such that (a, /3) < 0, 
w’s, < w’, w’sq > w’. By (33, 3.21 one has 
TJW’) := (w” E C’(u): w”S, > w”, w”$ < w”, [ U,L(w’A): L(w”A)] > 1) 
c {w’s,, w’so). 
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Moreover 
w’s, E T,o(w’) 0 W’S& < w’s,, 
w’sq E TJW’) 0 W’SDS, > w’sfl, 
and finally [U,Z,(w’;l):L(w”A)] = 1, VW” E 7’Jw’). We remark that by 
definition C;(a) is generated by the condition Tclo(w’) c C;(a), VW’ E C;(a) 
and all appropriate pairs (a, ,8) E B, x B,. 
Define a map r: W, + B, through r(w) = {a E B,: wa E R-J. We remark 
that for a E B,, wcz E R - o ws, < w. By 3.5(i) we must have Ann L(w’2) = 
Ann L( y’l), Vy’ E Y(w, w’), and so t(w’) = r(y’), Vy’ E Y(w, w’) by 
[5, 2.141. By (**) of 4.13 and equivalence of categories (2.1, 2.18, 3.5(i)) it 
follows that 
c*> u Y(w, w”) = u T&Y’). 
W”ET,O(W’) y’EY(w*w’) 
If we can choose each step so that T&w’) contains at most one new w” 
for which Y(w, w”) has not been already determined (a condition analogous 
to (&)), then (*) determines Y(w, w’) for all (w, w’) E C’(a) x C;(o). The 
result so obtained for R, of type B, agrees with the conclusion of 126, 9.4) 
and for G, it is given in 5.9. 
Finally we remark that card 7’Jw’) = 1, whenever (a, /3} span a simple 
system of type A,. It follows that card Y(w, w’) = 1, V(w, w’) E C’(a) x 
C;(a) if the Dynkin diagram for R, has only single lines. This result can be 
expressed as follows. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that R, has only type A,, , D,, E, factors. Then 
for all u E Cz, (w, w’) E C’(u) X C;(u), L(L(wA), L(w’A)) is a quasi-simple 
U module whose unique simple submodule can be computed from (*). In 
particular L(L(wA), L(w’n)) is always quasi-simple in type A,, . 
5.6. It is a reasonable guess that L(L(wJ), L(w’l)) is always quasi- 
simple only in type A,. If this holds, we must have C;(u)? C’(b) for some 
u E Z; when the Dynkin diagram of R, has a branch. This is indeed the case 
in type D, and hence for any branched diagram. 
5.7. Suppose some u E Cl: is known (for example, see 4.2(i)). Then 
by 5.5 we can hope to determine Y(w, w), VW E C;(u). Now given 
w E C;(u), choose a’. E Zi such that J(u’;l) =.J(wd) (equivalently such that 
w E C(u’)). Since U(g)/J(w;l) embeds in L(L(w,I), L(wA)), it follows that 
u E Y(w, w). This is the idea behind the Speh-Vogan method [32, last 
paragraph] for determining Zz,,: z E fi, from the knowledge of one element 
481/U/2-4 
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of this set. It fails partly because card Y(w, w’) > 1 and partly because 
C;(a) $ C’(a) in general. Actually (because we have 3S(ii)) we obtain a 
more refined result than they reported, namely, 
LEMMA. Suppose (T E Cl: and a, /I E B, satisfy as, < a, asq > 0. If 
us, E C’(a) (resp. usq E C’(u)), then s,u’ E Zi (resp. squ’ E Ci) for exactly 
one u’ E T,,(u). 
Remarks. In type B,, card ZP, = 14 and 12 of these elements are deter- 
mined by 4.2(i) or by the fact that the left cells admit only one element of 
Zi. Of the remaining two elements one can be determined by 4.2(iii) (and 
knowledge of multiplicities) and one by 5.7. The ambiguity of this method 
also shows itself in type B,. To see all this take B, = {a,, a*, a,} of type B, 
with (a,, a?} of type B, and set sai = i. Take u = 1 in the lemma. We 
conclude that either 2 or 212 E Zi. In fact it is the shorter element (by 
4.2(i)). Take u= 2121 in the lemma. We conclude that 321213 E.Zz. 
Finally take u = 321213 in the lemma. We conclude that either 232123 or 
23212132 E Zi. In fact it is the longer (by 4.2(iii))! 
5.8. The conclusion that L(L(wJ),L(w’A)) is always quasi-simple 
when R, has only type A,, factors can also be obtained [26, 4.5; 19, 6.6; 33, 
Proposition 6.41 when w  = w’ and then from 2.13(i) in the general case. This 
is a simpler proof which uses the ring-theoretic result [26, 12.11. In this case 
we can also calculate the socle of L(L(w;l),L(w’l)) explicitly through the 
Robinson map (cf. [19, Sect. 6; 3.3, 6.4; and 2.2, 4.121). This is described 
below. 
Let S, denote the permutation group on n elements, P(n) the set of 
partitions of n and St(<) the set of standard tableaux corresponding to 
t[ E P(n). Let @: w  I+ (A(w), B(w)) denote the Robinson bijection of S, onto 
One has A(w-‘) = B(w) and so A(w) =B(w) if and only if w  is an 
involution. For each pair w, w’ E S,, set Y(w, w’) = @-‘(A(w), A(w’)) 
whenever B(w) = B(w’). 
THEOREM. Suppose R, is simple of type A,-, (so then W, z S,). Then 
(i) L(L(w’A), L(wA)) # 0 o B(w’) = B(w) 
and in this case one has 
(ii) Sot L(L(w’i), L(wA)) g V(-w//A, --A), 
where w” = !P(w, w’). 
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Part (i) follows from 3.6 and [33, Proposition 6.41; (ii) from [33, 
Proposition 6.4; 22, 4.121. 
5.9. Assume B, = {a,, a*} of type G, with a* the long root. Set 
Id =O, sai=i. One has 2: = {0, 1,2, 121212) by say 4.2 and [5, 2.201. 
Only two left cells have more than one element, namely, C(1) and C(2). One 
has C(1) = (1, 21, 121, 2121, 12121). By 5.5 we can determine Y(w, w’), 
VW, w’ E C’(a), Vu E Cl:. The result is given in Table I when o = 1. We may 
also compute z,: w  E C(1). First we note that C(l)nC’(l) = (1, 121, 
12121) and that (cf. 4.12) thecorrespondingvalues ofZO,:o’EC(l)nC’(l) 
are respectively ( 1,2, I}. Similarly for u’ E C(2) f-l C’(2) = { 2, 212, 212 12) 
we obtain the values { 1, 2, 1). Then by Table I, 4.15 and (II, 5.5, Eq. in 
Remark 1) we obtain the values of z, described in Table II. 
5.10. Take B, = {(xi, a*, a3} of type B, as in 5.7. One finds that 
yw=z z w  w-, takes only the values 1 and 2. It takes the value 2 exactly in the 
set {w, w-l, ww,, (ww,))‘: w  E {21,321}}. 
5.11. We list a few supplementary conjectures all of which if (‘?&) 
holds may be considered as purely combinatorial questions involving only 
the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials (not that this makes them any easier). 
CT> C(a)f-l C’(a) CZA, VuE.z;I:. 
Equivalently J(wi) = J(w-‘A) o w  = w-’ as was suggested in[ 19, 6.71. 
This holds in type A, and for rank < 4. 
(g6) (notation 5.5). Y( w, w’) is multiplicity free. 
TABLE II 
Values of z, in Type G, ’ 
W 1 21 121 2121 12121 
YW 1 3 4 3 I 
Z W 1 1 2 1 1 
W 2 12 212 1212 21212 
Yw 1 3 4 3 1 
Z W 1 3 2 3 1 
’ The notation is explained in 1.5 and 5.9. This computation is carried in detail in [27, 3.6 1. 
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Suppose (‘8;) holds. Then by 4.13 we have that L(L(wA), L(w’l)) is 
quasi-semisimple as a U module. In this case one can hope to establish (55Q 
by the purely ring-theoretic question raised in 2.17. 
Recall (4.11) that W(a): u E Zi is a left W, module. 
(g,) W(a) is multiplicity free with card(C(u) n ZA) irreducible com- 
ponents. 
Of course this holds if R, has only type A, factors. 
(Q L(L(wA), L(wJ.)) G U(g)/J(wk) 9 a(w) is a cyclic vector for 
QC( w). 
By 3.5(ii) we see that =j implies and so generalizes (Wj), Conversely 
(gJ) implies c=. 
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